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To Professor KIYOSHI NOSHIRO on the occasion of his 60th birthday

(0.0) In the present note we shall be concerned with the improvement

of fundamental definitions in higher order enumerative geometry which has

been recently given by W. F. Pohl. PohΓs definition of q-th derivative of

vector bundle is very complicated. We shall give a simpler and more reasonable

definition of the q-th derivative of vector bundle in terms of sheaf theory and

simplify the proofs in [PJ. We shall also give a definition of higher order

singularity of map.

1. The sheaf Dq

(1. 1) Let {X, Ox) be an object of a category C of ringed spaces over ground

field k. Ringed space over k is a pair (X, Ox) of topological space X and

sheaf Ox of ^-algebras over X. (cf. [G]).

The following are most important examples of the category C

(i) the category of differentiable-manifolds k is the field R of real numbers,

(ii) the category of complex manifolds; k is the field C of complex numbers,

(iii) the category of algebraic ^-schemes (or varieties defined over k).

(1. 2) Let F\ be the sheaf of derivations of Ox over kt i.e.

Fi= UeHonu(Ox, Ox)\t(ab) = a-t{b) + bt(ά) for any a, be Ox

and t(c) = 0 for any c e k)

where Hom&(O*, Ox) denotes the sheaf of &-homomorphisms of Ox into itself.

Then, Fi is a sheaf of ^-modules. Tensoring Ox with Fι over k, we get a

sheaf of Ojrmodules F-Fi®kOx.

Although we may also consider K as a sheaf of Ox-modules, we do not
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give (λϊ-modules structure to Fι. Hence (λϊ-modules structure of F is given

only by base extension.

(1.3) Let T(F) be a tensor algebra of F over Ox, i.e. T(F) = ®F*n. T{F)

is a sheaf of graded rings. Let p be a characteristic of a field k. Then,

31 is a sheaf of two-sided ideals of T(F) generated by the elements :

t®a-at®l-t(a), (ft® 1)® (ft® l) - (ft®l)®(ft®l) -[ft, ft]®l,0®l)w'

-/^, where /, ft, fteFi, as Ox and [ft, ft] denotes Lie bracket of ft and ft.

The quotient D of T(F) by 9ί is a sheaf of filtered rings. If we denote

by DQ the qt\ι part of D9 then A = Ox, and we put DJDo = FQ which is called

the sheaf of germs of osculating vector fields of order q in [P], We denote

by tidihaz tqaq the canonical image in D of (ft ® ax) ® (ft ® ai) ® ® (^® tf^)

and f l = l ί is also written simply by t.

(1. 4) Let S(fi) be a symmetric algebra of Fι over ^, i.e. S(Fi) is the quotient

of tensor algebra T(Fι) by the ideal {t®u-u®t/t, USΞFI). Then SίFi) is a

sheaf of graded rings. We denote by S7(i<\) the #-tb degree part of

There is a canonical homomorphism

SQ : F,®*->S*(Fi).

A homomorphism m •* F?q-*Dq is defined by m{ti®t2® ® O = ftft#

Then for ^>1, we have m(ft®ft(8) ®ί,-f t® - ®ί, +i®f, ®

ft' 'ti-iUiy ft +i]ft +2# * 'tqDq-ι, hence in induces a homomorphism

ψQ : S*(Fi)-zyzVi fo

PROPOSITION (1.5) ψq is an isomorphism, hence we have an exact sequence

(1. 5. 1) 0—>DQ-ι~>DQ—»S7(Fi)—>0

where Iq is a canonical inclusion.

Proof (cf. [ P I Th. 2. 1)

COROLLARY (J. 6) If Fι is locally free, then DQ is also locally free.

Proof. If Fi is locally free, then Sq(Fι) is locally free and it is proved by

induction on q.

2. The sheaf ΔQM

DEFINITION {2.1) Let M be a sheaf of O*-modules. The sheaf άqM = Dq® OχM
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is called the q-th derivative of M.

It is easily verified that this definition of q-th derivative of M is the same

as PohΓs one (cf. [PH. §111. 1.). ΔQ is a functor from the category of sheaves

of Ox-modules into itself.

ASSUMPTION (2.2) Assume that in category C, Fι is always locally free.

This assumption is satisfied, for example, if C is (i), (ii) of (1. 1) or the category

of non-singular algebraic varieties.

PROPOSITION (2.3) Under the assumption (2 .2) , there is an exact sequence

for q>\,

jM

(2. 3. 1) 0—>J(7-iM-JΊ-*ΔqM—»S"(Fi) ®OχM—>0

where Iq =Iq® i.u and %M is identity of M.

Proof. By (1. 5. l), there is an exact sequence

Tensoring M, we get an exact sequence

On the other hand, S*(Fi) is locally free, and so is O*-flat. Therefore (2. 3. 1)

is exact (cf. [B] I, 2 Prop. 4).

PROPOSITION (2.4) Under the assumption (2 .2) , the exact sequence (,2.3.1)

is an exact functor of M. In particular Δq is an exact functor.

Proof. If Fi is locally free, Dq and S9(Fi) are also locally free.

(2.5) We define a homomorphism <pL : F= Fi®kOx~»Ox by ψi{t®a) = t(a),

ί e F i , β e Ox. A homomorphism ψn '-F2*" -» Ox is defined to be <fn = ψ i°(ιV® ψn-i)

where iF is identity homomorphism of F. Let cτ0

 : Oχ-*Ox be the identity.

From {<fn}n-o, we get a homomorphism

ψ : T(F) -> O .̂

It is clear that Ker ψΌ^L ψ induces a homomorphism

We denote by p^ the restriction of p on J9α, i.e. p<, : Dq-*Oχ. Since DQ®nx0x
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Definition (2. 5. l) We denote by ωq the map pN

q = pq + + pq : Δqθl-^ON

X.

The restriction of ωn on dq~ιθ% is ωq-u i.e.

(2.5.2) «Vi = * W $

because it holds pα_1 = pί7o/<7 (cf. [p]. Prop. 3.9^)

Let ωo : 4>0ί = ONγ-*O" be the identity. We get also

(2. 5. 3) ωioifx = identity,

i.e. ωi defines a splitting of (2. 3, l) for $= 1 (cf [P]. Prop. 3. 8).

3. Higher order singularities of mapa

{3.1) Let Gn,r be the Grassmanian manifold of (r— l)-dimensional projective

subspaces in ^-dimensional projective space. Given a suitable structure sheaf

Oo on Gn,r> Gn,r may be considered as an object of category (i), (ii) or (iii)

of (1.1). Gn,r is imbedded in some projective space by PJiicker coordinates

/ > = ( . . . , Pix...ir, . . . ) . Plϋcker coordinates pix...ir satisfy the well-known rela-

tions

for any iu , . . , ir~h j l f . . . , j r + ι such t h a t l < / i < <ir^<nf l<j\<

(3. 2) Let V/X...,v be the set of points / > = ( . . . , piχ_irt . . . ) of Gn,r such that

Av..ίr ^ 0 Then V x..., r is an (affine) open subset of Gn,r, and { Vi{...ir} is an open

covering of Gn,r. Let ^,v../r be the restriction of the sheaf Or

o on Viu..ir.

Let ϋί0, . . . , vT and t;ίy), . . . , z;(/; be the canonical basis of cVi,,,,,- and cj/ ; ,..; r

respectively. Now we define a homomorphism

(3.2. i) /!})) = /71:::^ : ^- , . , r i F I V . , .Π vh...jr^^fh...jr\ vh...irr\ vh..Jr,

by /i^U^) - Σβίί: f > )^\ where *<£'* = ( - i)^ph^!r^ e A ^ ^ O β ) >

We shall show /&/§ = /%, on F,-,..irn V/,..̂  n W ^ ^ for any ilf . . . , <ri

Ί, . . . , j r t kί, . . . , kr.

r

r . r
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( b

2 j ^ v μ #> — /(Jfe)
λ=l

It is clear that /{j} = identity, hence / # = (/&)""1 on Viy.^n V).....,,v, i.e. the

homomorphism / $ , of (3. 2. l) is an isomorphism. Then we can patch o«/,v../r

together with the isomorphism (3.2. 1) and we obtain a sheaf of OG-modules
κSn,r over Gn.r (cf [G] Chap. 0, (3. 3.Ί)). >on,r is locally free of rank r.

Remark (3. 2. 2) '4,r is the sheaf of germs of cross-sections of the universal

r plane bundle over Gn,r

(3. 3) We shall define a homomorphism a of Ήn,r into O2+1. Firstly we define

a homomorphism

Let Wo, . . . , un be the canonical basis of O2+l. Then ^...^ is defined by

ai ../>(

V

/J)= Σ^vμ wμ where ί v μ = ( - i) r-v^^v--'--> e Γ(F/,..Ir, Ofl).
μ = o Ph...ir

By virtue of (3. 1.1), it is easily verified that

*,y.., rl V/,....v Π F;v..yΓ = σJι..jr\Viι...irn Vjχ ..yr.

Patching <j,y..tr together, we get a homomorphism

(3.3.1) a : ^ , r - O j + 1 .

(3.4) Let / be a morphism of X into G«,r By virtue of the homomorphism

a in (3. 3. l), we obtain a homomorphism

/*(*) : /*(rf»fr)-*O2+1 = /*(O5+1)

(where /* denotes the reciprocal image) and consequently a homomorphism

(3. 4. 1) 4/*U) : ΔQf*(Vn.r) ->^(O2+1).

DEFINITION (3.5) We say that the morphism / X->G«,r is non-singular

of order q at xe X, if the homomorphism
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which is the composition of ΔQf*io) of (3.4. 1) and ωQ of (2.5.1), is injective

at X.
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